
Simple. 
Powerful. 
Affordable.

To deliver quality education, learning 
institutions of all types need to ensure 
their staff are competent, accountable and 
focused on their performance. 

Employee performance appraisals are a 
critical tool for ensuring the continuous 
development and performance of staff – 
yet many educational institutions struggle 
to get them done. 

Halogen eAppraisal™ Education transforms 
this administrative task into a strategic 
activity, so your organization can drive 
accountability and make the review 
process easier, as well as more meaningful 
and beneficial for everyone.

• Promote a culture of excellence and 
continuous improvement with  
education specific appraisal forms  
and competencies. 

• Easily capture and encourage the 
performance and development of new 
or at risk staff. 

• Make it easy for staff to establish 
and track progress on goals and 
development plans.

• Quickly and easily prepare 
development plans for staff with 
particular gaps in skills or expertise.

• Dramatically improve participation in 
the process.

• Drive accountability and support an 
ongoing dialogue on performance 
between supervisors and staff.

• Go green with paperless appraisals 
and save both time and administrative 
expense. 

The Performance Management System for Supporting 
High Quality Education and Better Accountability

For the first time, 
employees have a good 

understanding of what is 
being expected of them 
and employee goals are 

now more in line with 
organizational goals. 
Halogen eAppraisal is 

just more efficient and 
timely and as a result we 
had 100% participation!

Meredith Tulli
Vice President Human Resources and 

Organizational Development



Feature Rich
Making it Easy for Everyone to Succeed at Talent Management
To be successful in their positions, every employee in your institution needs to manage 
performance year round – not just at performance appraisal time. The user experience 
provided by Halogen eAppraisal Education is unmatched in the industry. 

Since appraisals, goal setting and competency management apply to everyone in an 
organization Halogen spent considerable effort putting all the critical information that 
matters most, at the users’ fingertips. Within one to two clicks from their home page, 
an employee can understand the details of their job description and the competencies 
important to their role, see their goals and track their progress, complete development 
plans, and keep notes on challenges, successes and failures. 

Any user can adjust their view of the data and sort it based on their preferences – from 
power users to first time users, the experience is singularly focused on extending access 
to every employee in your company, while always placing simplicity and learnability at 
the forefront. 

Align, Manage and Track Goals
Make it easy for staff to establish goals and track their progress. Ensure employees 
understand how their activities support higher level objectives by linking employee 
goals to them. And give management insight into progress on goals with handy status 
indicators and dashboard reports.

Support Career and Development Planning 
Create individual development plans that improve staff performance today and further 
develop existing talent for tomorrow. To ensure the correct career and development 
plans are in place for success, development plans and tasks can be defined based 
on an employee’s overall performance rating, a particular competency rating or by a 
competency section score. Planning is as simple as choosing from a list of available 
training activities, including mandatory or optional courses.

Educational Forms Make Getting Started a Breeze
Leverage our library of ready-made forms, specifically tailored for educational 
environments. Each one can be easily modified or extended to better match your 
needs. Forms include classroom observations, goal setting, development plans, and 
cumulative appraisals for new staff. With eAppraisal Education, you can assess everyone 
from student affairs, to faculty, support, administration, sales staff, academic affairs, 
executives, custodial and maintenance staff, etc. 

Best Practices in Employee 
Performance Management 
Halogen eAppraisal™ Education 
is built from the ground up to 
meet the specialized performance 
management needs of educational 
institutions. Every feature, every 
function is the result of extensive 
research and confirmed as an 
industry best practice. This research 
has produced a powerful solution 
that is second to none.

Halogen eAppraisal is widely 
considered by many industry 
experts to be the most powerful, 
convenient and cost-effective 
way to conduct performance 
evaluations, develop critical talent 
and align goals. It comes loaded 
with tons of innovative features, a 
comprehensive competency library 
(including general and education 
specific competencies), and a set of 
best practice forms and guidelines.

When you combine 
improved coaching and 

accountability with all of 
the time and money we’re 

saving, it makes good 
sense for everyone – from 
the administrators, to our 

employees, to the taxpayer.

Linda Shamlin, 
Director of Human Resources



Help New Hires and At-Risk Staff Succeed 
Conduct cumulative appraisals that track staff performance, development and 
progress over time, especially important for new staff, or those who are struggling. 
The cumulative report clearly shows progress or lack of progress in performance. 
Strategically align compensation, performance evaluations, training and development, 
recognition and retention with the overall success of the employee and institute  
in mind. 

Competency Management
Define your critical competencies/behaviors, and evaluate employees’ demonstration of 
them using the method that suits you best – from simple to highly sophisticated. Import 
and use your own existing competencies or take advantage of Halogen’s: 

• Education focused competencies
• Standard competency library
• LEAN competency library
• Lominger Leadership Architect® competency library (optional)

Flexible Rating and Weighting Options
You can weight competencies and rate them using a flexible, configurable scale, from 2 
to 15 points – and even mix and match the rating methods used on the same form. 

Know Your Talent
Get a practical way to tap into the vast collection of skills, talent and experience within 
your school, board or institute. Halogen eAppraisal Education’s Talent Profiles include 
fully-customizable data fields so staff and administration can capture and search on 
details like: 

• Work history
• Research expertise
• Courses taught
• Languages spoken

• Certifications
• Publications
• And more…

Track Performance  
Year-Round
Executives, managers, and staff can 
capture details on an employee’s 
on-going contributions and 
achievements any time in their 
performance journal. They can also 
quickly and easily update the status 
of skills, goals and development 
plans as they progress. And our 
innovative activity tracker lets  
users keep track of any system 
activity related to their or their 
employees’ performance.

Write Meaningful 
Appraisals Faster and Easier
Save managers and supervisors 
significant time, improve the quality 
and consistency of feedback with 
Halogen’s comment helper and 
coaching and development tips. All 
are easily customized or extended, 
and text can be checked for spelling 
and language sensitivity to keep 
appraisals error free.

Gather Feedback From 
Multiple Sources
The optional e360 Multirater 
module makes it convenient to 
gather and analyze feedback 
from peers, direct reports, other 
supervisors, or even students, on 
particular competencies, specific 
objectives, or an employee’s  
overall performance.

Put Job Descriptions at the 
Heart of Your Performance 
Management
Now there’s an easy and effective 
way to manage job descriptions 
and integrate them with all your 
talent management processes. 
Halogen’s optional Job Description 
Builder module lets you link 
specific job description sections to 
your performance appraisal and 
competency assessment forms. 
When a change is made to a job 
description, the corresponding 
forms are automatically updated,  
so changes only ever need to be 
made in one place, and everyone  
is kept up to date on their  
job requirements. 



Certain to Succeed Money Back Guarantee
Be confident with our Certain to Succeed Money Back Guarantee. 
After using one of our assisted implementation programs to bring 
any one of our products into your organization, if you’re not happy 
with it, we will refund in full your unused subscription fees, as long as 
you let us know within 6 months of your purchase date.

Automate Your Processes, Your Way
With point-and-click ease, your HR administrator can set up the type of appraisal 
processes you want at any given time. Define your processes to include the steps 
you want, in any order. eAppraisal Education takes care of the workflow, sending out 
automated reminders to keep the process moving. Electronic signatures legally lock 
completed reviews. Plus, HR is never dependent on the vendor or their IT department  
to make changes.

Give HR and Administrators Simple Access to Important Reports 
A configurable dashboard for HR and administration provides a graphical snapshot of 
key performance indicators, while real-time reports let them understand the details. 
View summarized performance competency scores and trends, process status, and 
progress on individual and organizational goals. Check trending charts, exceptions, 
status reports and more – all in real time. All can be filtered for detailed views  
and analysis. 
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Job Description
Builder

Part of an organically-built, fully 
integrated Talent Management Suite 
for Education

About Halogen Software: 
Halogen Software ensures HR is certain 
to succeed with powerful, simple to use 
Talent Management solutions that put HR in 
control. Our practical, affordable approach 
makes it easy for HR to align their workforce, 
improve productivity and develop human 
capital as a competitive advantage. Halogen 
helps HR to be strategic — to be brilliant — 
at Talent Management.
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